
Chapter 7: Costs

 Challenge: Technology Choice at Home Versus Abroad

 A firm trying to determine its output efficiently needs to determine which processes

are technologically efficient (least amount of inputs) and economically efficient

(minimizing the costs of production)

7.1 The Nature of Costs

 "How much would it cost you to stand at the wrong end of a shooting gallery?"

 There are different ways of measuring costs

 Explicit Costs - direct out-of-pocket payments for inputs

 Implicit Costs - reflect a forgone opportunity rather than an expenditure

 Opportunity Cost

 Opportunity Cost - the value of the best alternative use of a resource

 Determined by calculating the forgone benefit

 Particularly important concept for non-market inputs

 Implicit Opportunity Costs: "There is no such thing as a free lunch"

 Application: The Opportunity Cost of an MBA

 "When things go south, the opportunity cost of leaving work is lower"

 Costs of Durable Inputs

 Durable Good - a product that is usable for years

 How do you determine the opportunity cost of land or equipment?

 Two problems: allocating initial cost over time; what if the value of capital

changes?

 One way to avoid them is if capital is rented rather than purchased

 Regardless of whether capital is rented/purchased the opportunity cost is the rental

rate for a given period of time

 To maximize profit, a firm must measure opp. cost of capital even when its value

rises (or falls) over time

 Sunk Costs

 Sunk Cost - a past expenditure that cannot be recovered; this is not an opportunity

cost (but it is nevertheless a cost)

 The firm should not take sunk costs into account when making profit-maximizing

decision - "There' no use crying over spilt milk"

7.2 Short-Run Costs

 It is usually more expensive for firms to ↑ output in the short run 

 Short-Run Cost Measure

 Fixed Cost (F) - a production expense that does not vary with output

 Variable Cost (VC) - the production expense that changes with the quantity of

output produced

 Total Cost (C) - the sum of a firm's fixed and variable costs C = VC + F



 Marginal Cost (MC) - the amount by which a firm's cost changes when it produces

one more unit of output
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 Average Fixed Costs (AFC) - the fixed costs divided by the units of output

produced: AFC = F/q; AFC falls as output rises

 Average Variable Costs (AVC) - the variable costs divided by the units of output

produced: AVC = VC/q; may either ↑ or ↓ as output rises  

 Average Cost (AC) - total cost divided by the units of output produced: AC = C/q
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 Short-Run Cost Curves

 Note on slope of C &VC curves and height of AVC and AC curves

 When the MC curve is below the AC, AC is declining with output; vice versa

 Thus, MC must intersect AC at its minimum

 Minimum AVC is at a lower level of output than minimum AC

 Production Functions and the Shape of Cost Curves

 The Production Function shows the amount of inputs needed to produce a given

level of output

 In the short-run, as variable costs increase, firms experience diminishing marginal

returns - we can use this to determine the shape of cost and product curves

 Flattening of the TP curve reflects these diminishing returns

 The total product curve is also the variable cost curve for a firm - the horizontal

axis being variable cost in the latter

 The firm's marginal cost (MC) is:
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 The firm's marginal product of labor is: � � � = ∆ � /∆ � ; therefore the extra labor

needed to produce one more unit of output is 1/ � � � ; MC then is:
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 Diminishing marginal returns to labor also determine the shape of the AVC curve
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 With a constant wage, MC and AVC move in the opposite direction of the MP and

AP, respectively

 As the output increases, the AC and the AVC get closer and closer to each other

 Application: Short-Run Cost Curves for a Furniture Manufacturer

 Effects of Taxes on Costs

 Taxes applied to firms shift all the MC and AC curves

 If a tax of $10 per unit of output is applied, then: � � � � = � � � � + $10

 A specific tax increases that increases a firm's AC but it does not affect the output

at which average cost is minimized



 Franchise Tax - a lump sum that a firm pays for the right to operate in business

 These are fixed costs, not variable ones

 One year license to sell hot dogs in from of NYC's Metropolitan Museum of

Art cist $642,701 in 2009

 Short-Run Cost Summary

 In the short-run, there are both fixed and variable costs

 Given constant input prices, shapes of VC and TC curves are determined by the

production function

 When there are diminishing returns to a variable input, VC and TC curves become

steep as output increases; AC, AVC and MC rise with output

 The MC curve intersects the AVC and AC curves at their minimum

7.3 Long-Run Costs

 In the long run, firms adjust inputs to minimize costs

 Although firms may incur fixed costs in the LR, they are avoidable, not sunk

 In the LR, total costs equal LR variable cost: C = VC

 Input Choice

 From many technologically efficient combinations of inputs, summarized by an

isoquant, a firm wants to choose the economically efficient one, isocost

 Isocost Line - all the combinations of inputs that require the same total

expenditure

 A firm's total cost is the sum of labor and capital costs:
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 Using algebra, we can show how much capital a firm can buy:
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 The slope of the isocost line, given by the equation above, is: −
�
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 The big difference with budget line is that a firm faces many isocost lines, each

one corresponding to a different level of expenditures the firm could make

 Given the isocost and isoquant, the firm can choose any of three equivalent

approaches to minimize its costs:

 Lowest-Isocost Rule - where the lowest isocost touches the isoquant

 Tangency Rule - where isoquant is tangent to the isocost

 Last-Dollar - where last dollar spent on one input gives as much extra output at

the last dollar spent on any other input

 At the tangency the slope of the isocost equals the slope of the isoquant:
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 This is the last-dollar rule

 How Long-Run Cost Varies with Output

 Expansion Path - the cost-minimizing combination of labor and capital for each

output level

 There is also a long-run cost function that compares the costs to the units of capital

(per hour)

 The Shape of Long-Run Cost Curves

 The shape of the AC and MC curves depend on the shape of the LR cost curve

 A line from the origin is tangent to the LR cost curve at q* where the MC curve

crosses the AC curve

 Why is the LR average cost curve is downward & upward sloping, like the SR

one, but for different reasons

 If a production function has a returns to scale pattern and prices of inputs are

constant then the LRAC curve must be U-shaped

 Economies of Scale - average cost of production falls as output expands

 No Economies of scale - LRAC curve is flat as produce increases

 Diseconomies of Scale - prosperous of a cost function whereby the average cost

of production rises when output increases

 We do not observe any firm producing enough to exhibit economies of scale

 Application: Innovation and Economies of Scale

 Example with Pirelli tires - it can manufacture specialized tires at low costs - no

need for large-scale production

 Estimating Cost Curves Versus Introspection

 Besides statistical methods, we can estimate cost function shapes by casual

observation and deductive reasoning

 It turns out that for a water heater manufacturing firm, capital and metal are good

substitutes - it can either waste metal if the wages are high or it can cut carefully

with more labor and thus save on metal

 The goal, in the end, is minimizing the cost

7.4 Lower Costs in the Long Run

 A firm's long run decision determines its short-run costs; SR costs are at least as high

as LR costs and higher if wrong levels of fixed inputs are used

 LRAC as the Envelope of SRAC Curves

 In the long run, the firm chooses the plant size that has the lowest AC for each

possible output level

 The LRAC includes one point from each possible SRAC curve, but not necessarily

the minimum point

 A small plant operating at min. average cost cannot produce at as low an AC as a

slightly larger plant taking advantage of economies of scale



 Application: Long-Run Cost Curves in Furniture Manufacturing and Oil Pipelines

 Application: Choosing an Inkjet or a Laser Printer

 Short-Run and Long-Run Expansion Paths

 LR costs are lower than SR costs because there is more flexibility in the LR; we

can show this by comparing the SR&LR expansion paths corresponding to the

SR&LR cost curves

 Because in the SR, firms cannot change capital levels, in order to double output,

they have to increase labor substantially, incurring higher costs

 The Learning Curve

 Learning by Doing - the productive skills and knowledge that workers and

managers gain from experience; a reason why AC may fall over time

 Learning is most commonly a function of cumulative output: the total number of

units of output produced since the product was introduced

 Learning Curve - the relationship between average costs and cumulative output

 AC therefore can fall for two reasons when output increases: economies of scale

(today) and/or learning by doing (in the next period)

 If learning by doing depends on cumulative output, firms have an incentive to

produce more in the SR than they otherwise would to lower costs in the future

 Why Costs Fall Over Time

 Thus, AC may fall over time due to three major explanations

 Increasing technological/organizational progress → ↑ productivity 

 Operating at a larger scale due to economies of scale

 Workers & managers may become more efficient - learning by doing

 Application: Cut-Rate Heart Surgeries

 Dr. Shetty (the Henry Ford of heart surgeries) has successfully reduced costs of

such operations at his hospital with economies of scale, organizational progress,

and learning by doing

7.5 Cost of Producing Multiple Goods

 If a firm produces two or more goods, the cost of one may depend on the output level

of the other

 Outputs are linked if a single input is used to produce both of them; it is cheaper to

produce two goods like those jointly rather than separately

 Economies of Scope - situation in which it is less expensive to produce goods jointly

than separately; the degree to which such economies of scope (SC) exist is:
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 The first two terms are the costs of producing the two goods separately, and the third

term is the cost of producing jointly

 SC = 0 → no economies of scope; SC > 0 → economies of scope; SC < 0 → 

diseconomies of scope



 Production Possibilities Frontier - the maximum amount of output that can be

produced from a fixed amount of input

 Application: Economies of Scope

 Economies of Scope: Producing & Transmitting Electricity; Broadcasting

Television and Radio; providing multiple utilities - gas/electric/water; producing

both large and small cars

 Diseconomies of Scale: using railroads to transport passengers and freight together

is inefficient

 Challenge Solution: Technology Choice at Home Versus Abroad

 Depends on the shape of the isoquant

 If the isoquant is smooth, even small differences in relative factor prices will

induce usage of different technology and different capital-labor ratio

 If the isoquant has kinks, the firm will use different technology only if the relative

factor prices differ substantially


